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1. INTRODUCTION 
From the practical viewpoint, dynamic programming (DP), namely, Bellman’s 
Principle of Optimality [l] has been applied in engineering, economics and 
operations research. On the other hand, its theoretical aspect has been analyzed 
by Mitten [7], Nemhauser [8] and others. Nevertheless, it seems that many 
research workers have paid their attention to “a” DP itself in the individual 
case. 
In this paper we are concerned with a class of dynamic programmings with 
one-dimensional state space. The n-th feasible action space A,(s,) at state s, 
is assumed to be independent of s, , namely, A,(s,) = A, for all s, . We focus 
our attention on the relationship between these DP’s. One-dimensionality of 
state space enables us to develop an algebraic theory of DP. Such algebraic or 
automaton-like operations as inverse, reversal, composition, concatenation, 
maximum and minimum are introduced on these DP’s. 
Section 2 defines the fundamental operations on the class of all strictly 
increasing functions from [0, 03) onto [0, cc). The properties concerning these 
operations suggest results of Section 3. 
Our main results are Inverse Theorem, Reverse Theorem and Decomposition 
Theorem: The first is a version of author’s Inverse Theorem [2-6]. The second 
is new. It has a broard applicability. The third is a refinement of Nemhauser’s 
decomposition or Mitten’s composition. Another results are interesting algebraic 
relations between DP’s generated by the above operations (Section 3). 
Illustrating a simple DP, the last section applies Inverse Theorem and Reverse 
Theorem. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL PROPERTIES 
Let g be the set of all strictly increasing functions from [0, cc) onto itself. 
ThenfG 9 is injective and continuous. It also satisfiesf(0) = 0 and limz+mf(x) 
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= co. Thus f E F yields a homeomorphism. Further 9 admits inverse 
f-‘(f E P), composition 0, maximum v , minimum A, addition + , multiplication, 
multiplication by positive times and order < as follows: 
(f O g) (4 = f(&)) 
(f v d (4 = max(fW d-4) 
(f * g) (4 = min(fW, l?(4) 
(f + g) (4 = f(x) + &9 
u-d (4 = f(x) A4 
v!!) (4 = hf(4 
fGg iff f(4 G &> for all x E [0, co). 
Obviously, the composition is not commutative but associative. However, the 
maximum, the minimum, the addition and the multiplication are not only 
commutative but also associative, respectively. Furthermore, f,,, ofnrM1 o ... ofi , 
Vkr f,, , Arvh, fn , cf, fn and nrSI fil are defined for finitely many elements 
if?hl<N * 
The following is fundamental. 
LEMMA 1. Iff,fn(l <n,<N),g~FuandA>O,then 
i, f-l, fog, fvg, fh& f+g, fg, AfEF (wherei = x) (2.1) 
i0f =foi=f 
(fiv Of&l O ... 0 fl)-’ = (f&l 0 (f&l 0 ... 0 (fN)-l (2.3) 
-l (2.4) 
-l (2.4)’ 
VW (4 =f-’ (T) (2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.6)’ 
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(2.7)’ 
and 
fGg implies g-1 <f-l 653) 
(2.9) 
Proof. These are easily verified. 
Note that (S, 0) is a noncommutative group and (S, <) a lattice. In general 
we define the operators v and A for any nonempty subset {f a; a E A) C F- by 
respectively, where A is a corresponding index set. 
LEMMA 2. Let KE.F, {fa;aEA}CF and {T,;uEA}CS, where A is a 
nonempty index set. If V,,, f a E 9, A,,, f a E 9 , V,,, T, E S and AaPA T, E 9, 
then 
(2.4)” 
(2.4)“’ 
(2.6)” 
(1.6)“’ 
(2.7)” 
ok = A (f” o k). (2.7)“’ 
.ZEA 
Furthermore, ;f V,,A (f a 0 k 0 T,) E F ad LA (f a 0 k 0 Ta) E 99 then 
-’ yA (f” 0 k 0 Ta) = .?, ((T&l 0 k-l 0 (f Y) (2.10) 
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and 
i 
l,?, (f” 0 k 0 q = ayA ((T&l 0 k-l 0 (f “)W (2.10)’ 
Proof. First we shall prove (2.4)“. Let C = V,,, f a. Then f a < L7 for 
a E A. Therefore U-l < (fO)-l for a E A. Thus U-l < AasA (f a)-l. If U--‘(X) < 
A,,, (f a)-1 (x) for some x E (0, co), then there exists a real Y such that 
U-l(x) < Y < A (f a>-1 (2). 
LEA 
This implies 
Therefore 
Thus we have 
U-‘(x) < Y < (fa)-1 (x) for a E A. 
fqr) < x < U(r) foraEA. 
t 1 
YAf” (r) G x < U(r) 
which contradict Z: = VaEA f a. 
Similarly (2.4)“’ is proved. By the strict increasingness and continuity of k, 
we can prove (2.6)“, (2.6)“‘. On the other hand, (2.7)“, (2.7)“’ are the direct 
consequences of the definitions of v, A and 0. Finally (2.10) (resp. (2.10)‘) is 
immediate from (2.4)” (resp. (2.4)“‘) and (2.3). This completes the proof. 
The reader will find that (2.10), (2.10)’ are condensed forms of Inverse 
Theorem in Section 3. 
LEMMA 3. If REF, {f”;aEA}CF, {T,;aeA}CF and WEE, then 
W = V (f”o k) iff k = /j ((f a)-1 0 W) (2.11) 
ClEA lZEA 
W = /\ (f a o k) 
LEA 
iff k = V ((fa)-l 0 W) (2.11)’ 
USA 
W= V (ko TJ iff k = A (Wo(T,)-‘) (2.12) 
UGA CZEA 
and 
W = A (k 0 T,) iff k = v (Wo(T,)-l). (2.12)’ 
LEA LEA 
Proof. Let W = VaGA (f a 0 k). Then, by (2.7)“, we have W = (V,,, f “) 0 k. 
Composing ( VaGA f @)-I from left, we have 
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Therefore (2.4)” and (2.7)“’ implies 
k = (jA (f Y) 0 W 
= ,$A Kf”)-’ o w 
This proves “only if” part of (2.11). Similarly, “if” part is proved. Observing 
that (2.11) and (2.11)‘, (2.12) and (2.12)’ are equivalent respectively, we can 
prove “only if” part by the same line as the above. This completes the proof. 
The following lemma suggests Reverse Theorem of Section 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let kE9, (f”;a~AjC%-, {T,;uEA]CS and WES. Then 
(i) W = V,,, (f” o k o T,), for each s E [0, co) u*(s) attains the supremum, 
and T,,eFif andonlyif 
k = A ((f”)-’ 0 W 0 (T&l), for each t E [0, 00) a* 0 (T&l (t) 
lTEA 
attains the infmum, and T,, E 9, where T&s) = T,*(,)(s). 
(ii) W = &CA (fa 0 k 0 T,), f or each s E [0, CQ) c?(s) attains the infimum, 
and T,ESifandonlyif 
k = v ((f a)-1 0 W 0 (T&l), 
CEA 
for each t E [0, co) a^ o(T&l (t) 
attains the supremum, and Tz E St, where T,(t) = Tdtt,(t). 
Proof. It suffices to prove “if” part of (i), Let for s E [0, co) W(s) = 
VasA (f a o k o T,) (s) = f a*w 0 k o T,+,,(s), and T,, E F. Let t = T,+)(s). 
Then we have 
k(t) = (f a*(s’)-1 0 W o (Ta*# (t) for t E [0, co). (2.13) 
Furthermore W 3 f a o k 0 T, (a E A). This implies 
Therefore 
(fa)-’ 0 W 0 (T&l > k (a E A). 
/jA ((f”)Y 0 W 0 (TJ-9 b k. (2.14) 
By (2.13), (2.14) and t = T,+(s) we have the desired result. 
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3. INVERSE, REVERSAL, COMPOSITION, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM 
Let S and R be two arbitrary intervals of the one-dimensional Euclidean space 
R1. Let F(R, S) denote the set of all strictly increasing (hence continuous) 
functions from S onto R. Then the preceding 3 is also written by P([O, co), 
[0, co)). Given a two-variable function h: A x B ---, C we define two one- 
variable functions ha: B + C and h,: A + C by 
respectively. 
h”(b) = h(a, b) W) = 4% 4, 
Our dynamic programming (DP) 9 is specified by an ordered seven-tuple 
(Opt, {SnknsN+l, WIS~SN+~ y G%ll~a~N , {~&s~s~ , k {Tnh~-n~N) with 
the following meanings: 
(i) N is a positive integer, the number of stages. 
(ii) S, is an arbitrary interval of RI, the n-th state space, whose element 
s, is called n-th state (with respect to 9). 
(iii) R, is an arbitrary interval of RI, the n-th reward space, whose 
element Y, is called n-th reward (w.r.t. 9). 
(iv) A, is a nonempty subset of p,-dimensional Euclidean space R?)n, the 
n-th action space, whose element a, is called n-th action. 
(4 fn: A, x &+I - R, is a continuous function such that for each 
a, E 4 fn(an , .) E ~(R,+, , R,), the n-th reward function. 
(vi) R E F(S,+, , R,,,) is the terminal reward functzon. 
(vii) T,: S, x A, ---f Sn+l is a continuous function such that for each 
a, E A, T,(., a,) E F(S, , Sn+l), the n-th state transformation. 
(viii) Opt denotes either Max or Min, the optimize. According as 
Opt = Max or Min, it represents the following optimization (either maximiza- 
tion or minimization) problem: 
Optimize 
subject to 
fib ,fh ,...,fN(a, 1 k(s~+~)) . ..)) (3.1) 
(!; 
T&n 7 4 = sn+1 1 <n<N 
a,EA, 1 <n<N. 
This problem may also be written as follows: 
Optimize 
f,“‘.fp ... of;w?.(s,+,) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.1)’ 
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subject to 
(9 c&L) = %+1 1 <n<N (3.2)' 
(ii) a,EA, 1 <B<N. (3.3)' 
First, 9 starts at a given initial state s1 E S, , a first action a, E A, is chosen,then 
it goes to the second state s2 = T,(s, , a,) E S, . A second action a2 E A, moves 
94 to the third state s, = Tz(sz , az) E S, , and so on. Finally, 9 terminates at the 
terminal state s~+~ = TN(sN , uN) E S,,, . The experience starting at s1 and 
choosing a sequence {a,}lGfnSN yields the reward fi(al , &(a2 ,..., fN(u,,, , 
k(sN+J)...)). 9 itself wishes to behave optimally. A policy of 9 is a sequence 
h 9 n-2 ,..., TV} such that each rr,: S, -+ A, is a mapping. Apolicy {z:, V: ,..., Z-S} 
is called optimal for 59 if for each initial state s1 E S, the sequence {V:(Q), rr$(s.$), 
$(sg),..., T&S;)} attains the optimum value of the problem (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), 
where s$ = T,(s, , V?(Q)), sz = T2(s$, z$(s.$)),..., s$+~ = TN(s$ , +(s$)). When 
the optimum value exists for any s1 E S, , it is denoted by W(9) (sl). We always 
assume that W(9) E F(S, , I?,). W(9) . IS called optimal reward function. We say 
that two DP’s .9,&V are equal (9 = 9’) if all their components coincide. 
Note that for any integer L (1 < L < N), there exists an L-stage DP @ which 
represents the same problem as 9. For example, by letting S = S, , S’ = S,,,,, , 
R = R, , R’ = RN+I 
A=A, x A, x ..’ x A,, A 3 a = (al , a2 ,..., a,,,) 
f(G 4’)) =.f1@1 ,f&, v-dN(aN > k(s’)),.*.)) 
T(s, 4 = TN(TN-d..* T2(Tl(s, 4, a2),-, aN-J7 aNI, 
we have a l-stage DP $ = (Opt, {S, S’}, {R, I?‘}, A,f, R, T) representing the 
problem: 
Optimize 
subject to 
f(a, 4s’)) (3.1)” 
0) T(s, a) = s’ (3.2)" 
(ii) aEA. (3.3)" 
This problem is essentially the same problem as (3.1), (3.2), (3.3). Note that 
W(g) = VaeA j" 0 k 0 T, or W(.@) = AaeA f a 0 k o T, according as Opt = Max 
or Opt = Min. Obviously, {gI , ,r2 ,..., v,,,} is a policy of 9 if and only if {&} is a 
policy of &, where 
w = h(s), ~z(Szh ~33(S3L TN(SN)) 
~2 = T,(s, T(S)), 
$3 = T,(s, , ‘&z)),-, sN = TN-&N-I , ‘ItN-l(sN-l))- 
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The first operation on 9 is sub-DP. For each n (1 < 71 < N), the 
(N - n + I)-sub-L@ 9n is specified by the ordered seven-tuple (Opt, 
{LJn~m~~+l , RA~~N+~ , KJn~m~~ y {fmL+O p k, ~TmL~m~N)~ Initially 
starting at state s, E S, and finally terminating at state sN+r E SNfl , the 
(N - n + I)-stage DP 9,, represents the problem: 
Optimize 
subject to 
(9 Tn&m > %> =sTn+1 ?l<m<N 
(ii) amEArn n<m<N. 
Note that the optimal reward function W(9,J is assumed to be in 9(S,, , R,). 
Of course, .9r coincides with the original 9 and therefore W(9,) = W(9). 
Formally we define QNfl and W(BN+,) by 
9 iv+1 = (Opt, S,+, v R,,, 9 4 4 k, 4 
WC%+,> = k 
where (1 is the empty mark. 
Note that 
(~n)ln = ~n+m l<n,m<n+m<N+l. 
Furthermore {nr , rr2 ,..., nN} is a policy of 59 if and only if {‘rr, rn+r ,..., v~) is a 
policy of ~3~ for 1 < n < N. The latter is called sub-policy of the former. 
Now we state three versions of Bellman’s Principle of Optimality without 
proofs: 
THEOREM 1 (Recursive Formula). 
THEOREM 2 (Principle of Optimality). A policy {it, x2”,..., 7r$} is optimal 
f? 9 if and only if each sub-policy (z-z, T$+~ ,..., rr$} is optimal for 9,, , provided 
that T,,,,;: S, --f S,,, is onto for 1 < n < N, where Tna:(sn) = T,,,,;(Q(s~). 
THEOREM 3. Let {G1, ii, ,..., ffN} be such a policy that for each s, G S, fin(sn) 
attains the optimum of (3.4). Then {ijl ,8, ,..., fi,,,} is optimal for 9. 
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The second operation on 9 is inverse. The inverse DP 9-l (or In(@) is 
specified bythe ordered seven-We (Opt, (RJl~n~N+~ , {$Jl~n~~+l, Wnkna , 
Lfnh6dN , 4 UUl~n~Nh where 
@ = Min if Opt = Max 
= Max if Opt = Min 
&l(% 9 %+A = (Tna,>Y (h&+1> 
QN,,) = Wr,,,) 
Starting in turn at “state” rr E R, and terminating at “state” r,,, E RNfl , 9-l 
represents the problem: 
Optimize 
subject to 
g1@% > g&2 ,‘..j i?Nh 9 biv+d . ..I) 
6) U&PI 9 4 = rn+1 1 <n,(N 
(ii) Q,E& 1 <?Z<N. 
Here, ?$$nize means Minimize or Maximize according as Opt = Max or Min. 
Of course, W@-1) E .F(R1 , S,). 
Let V, E 9r(R, , 8,) 1 < n < N. Then note that (or , ~a ,..., v~} is a policy 
for 9 if and only if (v~ 0 V, , rra 0 V, ,.. ., V~ 0 V,) is a policy for 9-r. Further- 
more note that 
(g-1)” = 9 
(L3-yn = (gJ-1 1 <?Z<N. 
The author’s inverse theorem in dynamic programming 
reads as follows: 
([2-61) for this case 
THEOREM 4 (Inverse Theorem). The original DP 9 has optimal reward 
functions ( W(9J, W(LB.& . . . , W(SB,,,+,)) and an optimal policy (s$, P$,. . ., rj$} ;f and 
only if the inverse DP ~3-1 has optimal reward functions (( W(SQ)-l, ( W(C&))-I,.. . , 
VT%+dH and an optimal policy {$ 0 ( W(S&))-l, TQ 0 ( W(BJ)-I,..., z-$ 0 
( w%>F1> 
The Inverse Theorem states that inverse operations (both as function and as 
dynamic programming) and optimal reward operations are commutative: 
( v%))-1 = w‘%Y-l) l,(n,<N 
( W(9))-1 = W(LB-1). 
409/69/r-18 
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The third operation on 9 is reversal. The reversed DP ~3~~ (or Re(9)) is - 
specified by the ordered Seven-We (Opt, {S&n~N+l , {K&Q+~ , {A&,s~ , 
{f I>l<n<,v > JJP% G%+x~), where 
s;, == SNt2+ ) R:, = RN+-n , A:, = AN+I-n 
d = SN+2--n , 
I 
rn = YN+2-n , 4 = aN+l-n 
f ;(a; l L1 1 = (f;$y-“)-’ @Nil-J 
TX4 , a;) = (T Nfl-n,a~+~-,)-~ bN+2-d 
Starting backwards at state s; = s~+~ E S,,, = S; and terminating at state 
, sN+l = s1 E s, = Sk,, , 9-r represents the problem: 
Optimize 
subject to 
(9 TXs:, , 4) = ~a+, I<n<N 
(ii) a:EAk l<n<N, 
where K’ = W(9) Identifying si = 
I 
SN+2--n t r?t = rN+2--n 7 and ai = aN+l-n 
and rewriting in terms of the original components, this problem reduces to 
Optimize 
subject to 
(9 (Tna,,Y (s,+d = sn N>n>,l 
(ii) a,EA, N>n>l, 
where N >, n > 1 means that the time n runs backwards N + 1, N, N - 1 ,..., 
2, 1. Thus, throughout the remainder of the paper, we specify the reversed 
DP g-1 by (Opt, (S~)N+I>~>I, {RAvtl>+l~ CAJN>+l~ {<fYi’)%>n>~ 9 
W% Wm,)-lhv>n>d- 
Let U,, E F(&+, , S,) 1 < n < N. Then note that (xi , ms ,..., 7rN) is a 
policy for 9 if and only if {vN 0 UN , rN’N-l 0 UN-, ,.. ., ri 0 U,} is a policy for B-l . 
A new result is Reverse Theorem in dynamic programming: 
THEOREM 5 (Reverse Theorem). The original DP.9 has optimal reward 
functions (W(@), W(LB2),..., W(L@,,,)) and an optimal policy {nf, $,..., n;G> if 
and only if the reversed DP %1 has optimal reward functions ( W(gN+.l), W(gN),..., 
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IV(&)) and un optimal policy (?r$0 (TN&-l, v$-~ 0 (TN-l,ng-I)-l ,..., 7$ 0 
(T,,:)-l}, provided that T,,: E 9(S, , S,,,) fw 1 < n < N. 
Proof. Let fa = f;lo f$o .‘. 0 f F and TO = TNaN 0 TN-I,aN-, 0 ..’ 0 TIal . 
Then, paying attention to the problem (3.1)“, (3.2)“, (3.3)“, apply Lemma 4. 
The Reverse Theorem states that if an optimal policy (?T:, $,..., rr$} for 9 
satisfies T,,: E F(S, , S,,,) 1 < 7t < N, then 
W(9-1) = k, (9?1)-1 = 9. 
On the other hand, the Inverse Theorem implies 
(9-l)-, = (9-,)-l. 
The fourth operation is composition. Let 9 = (Opt, {S6}rGnzSM+r , 
Nakms~+~ 3 WJlsm<~ 7 &A<ms~ > k’, V’ > m ,qmS,,,,) be another M-stage DP 
such that 
(i) the optimizers of both 9 and 9 coincide 
(ii) S,,,,, = S; , RN+1 = R; 
(iii) k = W(9). 
Then the composed DP 9 0 9 is specified by the ordered seven-tuple (Opt, 
~S:I~ICN+M+~ > WISKN+M+I , W~KN+M 9 K~SKN+M y k’, K’~K<N+M), 
where 
s; = s, if l<l<N 
= &Y-N if N+ 1,<1<N+M+ 1 
R; = RI if 1 <l<N 
= RipN if N+l<Z,<N+M+l 
A;=Al if 1 ,tl<N 
= A;-N rf N+l<l<N+M 
f;=fi if 1 <l,tN 
=fleN if N+l<Z<N+M 
T; = T, if 1 <E,<N 
= TlpN if N+l<l<N+M. 
Starting at state sr E S, , switching at state sN+r = s; E S; = S,,, and termi- 
nating at state sL+, E Sh+r , 9 0 9’ represents the problem: 
Optimize 
f&z1 A% ***.9 f&N ,f;(a; A4 ,...>fi4w.f, W&4+1)) ...)I> ..-I) 
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subject to 
(9 T&n 9 4 = &+1 1’ AN *n:a , SN+l = d , 
T ( 
I 
n h > 42 = sin+1 l<m<M 
(ii) a,EA, 1 <?Z<N, ahEAL 1 <m<M. 
Of course, {7r1 , r2 ,..., r,,,} and (ur , u2 ,..., u,~} are policies of 9 and 9’ res- 
pectively if and only if {STY , ~a ,..., vN , u1 , oB ,..., aM} is a policy of 9 o 9. 
The composed DP W) o ~9~) o ... o 9cn) is defined by 
g&u c cJ(2) 0 . . . 0 9(n) = (cp, 0 92, o . . . o cpz-1,) o g(n) n >, 2. 
Then we have 
WC9 (1) .9(2) o . . . 0 9’“‘) = W(.Q(l’). 
Conversely, 9 can be decomposed as follows: 
THEOREM 6 (Decomposition Theorem). The original N-stage DP 9 can be 
uniquely decomposed into N one-spage DP’s: 
where 
Furthermore (.rrT, $,..., ~5) is optimal for B if and only if each (rt} is optimal for 
2+, provided that T,,:: S, -+ Sn+l is onto for 1 < n < N. 
Proof. It is easy. 
The Decomposition Theorem is also viewed as a variant of Bellman’s Principle 
of Optimality. Note that, given an integer L (1 <L < N), the original N-stage 
DP 9 can also be decomposed into L not necessarily one-stage DP’s: 
This decomposition is not always unique. Furthermore, we have 
9 = 9, = 2310 La2 
~91092093 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Finally T,,; E F(S, , A’,,,) 1 < n < N implies 
(9 0 9)-l = (9)-l 0 -9-l . (3.8) 
The fifth operation, like as composition 0, is concatenation . . The concatenated 
DP 9 * 9’ is specified by the same components as 9 0 9 provided that the 
condition (ii) only is assumed. Therefore the optimizer of .9 .9’ coincides with 
that of 9. The optimizer of 9’ and the terminal reward function of 2 are deleted. 
W) *9@) ***9n) is successively defined. Of course, (3.5), (3.6), and (3.7) 
remain valid even if o is replaced by . . 
Let K(9) be the terminal reward function of 9. Then 
K(9 0 LF) = q.9 . .w) = K(W) 
K(=G-1) = W(.9) 
K(B-1) = (K(sq)-1. 
Our Reverse Theorem implies under T,,; E S(S, , S,,,) 1 < n & N 
W(%,) = K(9). 
Further, we have 
(W(~~, * a))-1 = W((9-,)-I * .9-l) = W((WI)-, * 9-l) 
(Jq.9 ‘9wl))-1 = w&9-1 * (9-l)-1) = W(B-1 * @-I)-,). 
The sixth and last operations on DP’s are maximum v and minimum A. Let 
9 = (Opt, C%Jl~n~N+l yPL~,A~+~ , P4kn~~ y XJIS~SN y k’, K&s~sN) be 
another iv-stage DP such that the first fourth components are the same ones as 9. 
Then the maximum DP 9 v 9 is specified by the ordered seven-tuple (Opt, 
&%Jlsns~+~ 9{Rn~ls.nsN+l , b%~lsnsN+l , tf&ns~ 9 k”, K~)I~~~~N) where 
fsz 9 *> = f&z 9 *> v fix43 9 *> 
K” = k v k’ 
TX., a,) = T,(-, 4 v TX*, a,). 
Similarly, the replacement of v by A defines the minimum DE’9 A 9’. 
THEOREM 7. 
(i) (52 v q-1 = 9-l A (sq-1 
(ii) (9 A sq-1 = 9-l v p>-1 
(iii) (W(9 v 9’))” = W(9+l A (9)-l) 
(iv) (w(z% A p))-l = w(L?i-l v (9)-l). 
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Under T,,,. , T&E E F(S, , S,,,) 1 < n < N 
(v) i&B v %yl) = K(B v CP) 
= zqq v K(9) 
= W(%,) v W((W)-,) 
(vi) W((B A CY-i) = K(9 A 27) 
= K(Lq A K(9’) 
= W(9-,) A W((9’)-1). 
PYOO~. It is straightforward. 
Let 9(Max, {&As~s~+~ , iW1~,~N+l , I&)l~n~N) be the class of all N-stage 
DP’s which have the optimizer Max, state spaces {S,J14nCN+1 , reward spaces 
RknsN’1 ? and action spaces {An}l+GN . Define an order .9 < 9’ by 
Then Wfax, {&&s~+~ , {RJl~n~N+l , {&Ls~s~) becomes a lattice. Simi- 
la+, WJ”Iin, {&~s~s~+~ , Wl~n~N+l , b%Jl~n~N) is defined, and becomes a 
lattice. Finally note that the inverse operation yields a dual lattice-isomorphism 
from WW, G%s~s~+~~ WK~S~+~, &%Ls~s~) onto WOpt, V&lt~NCI~ 
G%kn~,v~~ 7 G%LsnsN). 
4. EXAMPLES 
In general it is not assured that the optimal reward function W(Z3J exists in 
9(S, , R,) for 1 < n < N and that an optimal policy {nt, ST;,..., r$} exists. 
If, however, each action space A, is finite (1 < n < N), then W(9,) always 
exists in 9(S, , R,) and V: always exists. Though a typical function as a candi- 
date forf:? (resp. Tnn,) may be a continuous, strictly increasing, and “piecewise 
linear” function from R,+i (resp. S,) onto R, (resp. S,,,) depending on a, and 
n, it is in general difficult to calculate W(.9,) and r*, analytically. 
When fn(un , y,+A T&, , a,) have a separated form 
and fi, Ti are continuous and strictly increasing, our theory will be easily 
verified as we shall illustrate. 
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Given a positive integer N, we consider an N-stage DP 9 = (Max, 
{&&s~s~+~ , VC~X~+~ , P4h~~ , Lfnll~n~N , k {TAs~s~) with the follow- 
ing data: 
S, = R, = A, = (0, co) 
f&n > rn,,) = %rn+l 
WN,,) = -1 + (1 + sN+P 
The 9 represents the maximization problem: 
Maximize 
qu2 .** uN x (-l + (l + sN+l)l’z) 
subject to 
(9 u,2 $ &, = sn+1 1 <n<N 
(ii) a, > 0 1 <n<N, 
namely, 
Maximize 
N+l 
I-I x, 
?Z=l 
subject to 
N+l 
(i) El (%2 + 2%) G c (> 0) 
(ii) x, > 0 l<?Z<AJ. 
Therefore the (N - n + l)-sub-DP ~3~ represents the problem: 
Maximize 
%%,l "'a,(--1 + (1 + sN+1)1'2) 
subject to 
(i) (&2 ;zu, = L+1 n,(m<N 
(ii) a,>0 n<m<N, 
namely, 
(4-l) 
(4.2) 
Maximize 
N+l 
I-I X7?& 
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subject to 
N+l 
(9 ,T=I, (x7n2 + 2%) < c (> 0) 
(ii) x, > 0 n<m<IV. 
The recursive formula becomes 
w(sN+,) (sN+l) = -1 + (1 + sN+#“* 
By solving this formula, the 9 turns out to have the optimal reward functions 
(w%>, Jw2>,..., W(9N+,)) and the optimal policy {$, S$,..., n$}, where 
W(~,) (Sn) = (-1 + (1 + (S,)l’(N-n+2))1’2)N-n+2 
T,*(S,) = - 1 + (1 + (S,)l’(~-fi+e))l’a. 
When x$(c) = - 1 + (1 + (c) 1 r tN+l))l12 1 < n < N, the problem (4.1), (4.2) 
attains the maximum value W(9) (c) = (- 1 + (1 + (~)l/(~+l))l/~)~+l. 
The inverse DP 9-r consists of the ordered seven-tuple (Min, {Rn}l(n~N+l , 
-?%kn~N+~~ b%knSN ? ~&h&&N , I9 ~%&=&sN)~ where 
&(% , ba+1) = k&a” + 24 ha+1 
z(yN+l) = yi’+l + zrN+l 
Un(y72 t a,) z!rz 55 a, * 
The 9-r represents the minimization problem: 
Minimize 
(al” + 2%) @z” + za2) “’ @N2 + z”N) ((l + ‘N+d2 
subject to 
(9 
(ii) 
namely, 
Minimize 
Y7l 
- = Yrzfl l<n<N 
%I 
a, > 0 l<n<N, 
N+l 
Ill (Yn2 + a4 
-. 1) 
(4.3) 
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subject to 
N+l 
(9 nYnbe-0) 
n=1 
(ii) Yn > 0 1 <?Z<N. 
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(4.4) 
Therefore, the (L&l)n (or (LG@,$~) represents the problem: 
Minimize 
(d + 2%) (1+1 + ka,,) “* @N2 + 2aN) ((l + yN+1)2 - I) 
subject to 
(9 
r7n 
- = ym,, 
a, 
n,<m<N 
(ii) a, > 0 n<m<N, 
namely, 
Minimize 
N+l 
j-In (Ym2 + 2YnJ 
subject to 
N+l 
6) n YmkC(>O) 
WC-* 
(ii) Ynt > 0 n<m<N. 
The Inverse Theorem gives 9-1 the optimal reward functions W((9-1),), 
W((~9-1>~),..., I%‘((&l),,,)) and the optimal policy (6, , S2 ,..., +,,N), where 
W((9qn) (m) = ( w(9n))-1 (YJ = ((1 + (r#(N-n+2))2 - l)N-n+s 
&l(r,) = d 0 ( W(Bn))-l (Y,) = (rn)1’(N-n+2). 
Of course, these W((9-I),) and 6* 7t = 1,2,..., N + 1 may also be obtained by 
solving the recursive formula 
W(~-%,) (r,) = Min [(an2 + 24 W-Wn+d (2)] 
a,>0 
1,,>0, l<n<N 
~(@“>,I) kN+l) = &+l + zyN+l * 
Therefore, when jn(c) = (c) 1 tN+lr / 1 < n < N, the problem (4.3), (4.4) attains 
the minimum value W(LF) (c) = ((1 + (~)ll(~+l))~ - l)“l. 
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The reversed DP B-I consists of the ordered seven-tuple (Min, {Sn}N+12n>l , 
VCJN+l~a~l , WAW~ , W>)-%W~ a W-R {(Tna,)-llNanal), where 
(fy (r ) = % 
W@) (sl) = (- 1 + (1 $- (Sr)r’(N+r))r’a)N+r 
(TnaJ1 (&+1) = Sn+l(%2 + 2&J- 
Therefore, the 9-r represents the minimization problem: 
Minimize 
subject to 
(9 
(ii) 
namely, 
Minimize 
subject to 
(9 
(ii) 
1 _ (- 1 + (1 + (S1)lI(N+U)112)N+l 
U‘@z&l ..* U&4zl 
%+&n2 + k) = sn IV>?231 
a, > 0 N>:n>l 
(- 1 + (1 + (Y~+r)r’(N+r))l’a)N+r 
YlY2 “* YN 
(4.5) 
N 
c n (Yn” + 2Yn) GYYN+1 cc > 0) 
n=l (4.6) 
Yn >o l<n<Nfl. 
The Reverse Theorem gives .9-r the optimal reward functions (W((g-r),), 
W((B-r),),..., W((9-r),,,)) and the optimal policy {/I, , F2 ,...,‘j.&}, where 
w((%,),) @N-%+2) = W@N-n+2) (SN-n+2) = (-l + (I + (SN-n+2)1’n)1’2)n 
$&N--n+P) = ‘&I+, ’ (TN-n+l,rr,j-n+l)-l (SN-n+2) 
= - 1 + (1 + (SN--n+2)r’n)1’2. 
These optimal solutions are also given by solving the recursive formula: 
= Min 
%-“+I>0 
[ L w((g-,),+l) (SN-n+2(u~-n+l + h+l))] aN--n+l 
sN--nf2 > 0, 1 < n < N 
w((g-,),+,) (sl) = (- 1 + (1 -t (S1)1'(Nt-1))1'2)N+1. 
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Therefore, when 5%(c) = -1 + (I + c)I/~ 1 < n < N, $N+l(~) = cN+l, the 
problem (4.5), (4.6) has th e minimum value IV(B-,) (c) = -1 + (1 + c)li2. 
The inverse DP (ZB&l of the reversed DP 9-r) which coincides with the 
reversed DP (LF)-r of the inverse DP LB-1 , consists of the ordered seven- 
tude (Max, WJN+~W~ y {ZJN+O~,, j PL~N~n~19 {TnlN~n~lj Y~-l>, 
Thus the (9--1)-1 represents the maximization problem: 
Maximize 
(UN” +%A g-1 +:aNpl) . .. @,2 + &,) ((1 + (rl)1’(N+192 - l)N+l 
subject to 
(9 
(ii) 
I 4h = r, N>fZ>l 
a, > 0 N>n>l, 
namely, 
Maximize 
((1 + (Xjq+J’(N+r))a - l)N+r 
(Xl2 + 24 (x2” + 24 ... (XN2 + 2%) (4.7) 
subject to 
N 
6) c n xn 3 xN+l (c > 0) 
?Z=l (4.8) 
(ii) x, > 0 l<n<N+l. 
The Inverse Theorem gives (9-J-l the optimal reward functions ( W((~~,)-l), , 
qG@-1)-l>, 7..*, W((~-,)-l)N+,) and the optimal policy {A,“, AZ,..., A$}, where 
w(((9-l>-1)n) (IN--n+2) = (w(@-l)n)>-l kN--n+2) 
= (- 1 + (1 + (rN-,+,)1’n)2) 
WN-n+2 1 = fin o WWJn))-’ (5++2) 
= (TN--n+2)1’n. 
Since (B-&l = (CF)-i , the Reverse Theorem together with the optimal 
solutions of 9-l yields the same optimal solutions as above. Of course, these are 
obtained by solving the corresponding recursive formula: 
w(((g-l)-l)n) @N-7%+2) 
= Max 
N-n+1 : 2aN-n+1 
a2 Y(P-A-%+1) (I N n+2”N-n4-l)] - 
TV--n+P 
TN-n+2 > 0, 1 < 71 < N 
w(((%,)-l),+,) (rl) = (-1 + (1 + (r#‘(N+1))2)N+1. 
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Therefore, when x:*(c) = c 1 < n < N, $,$~,(c) = Cs~r, the problem (4.7) 
(4.8) attains the maximum value W(((%,)-I),) (c) = c2 + 2c. 
The reader will find easily relations between optimal solutions (W(%), a$ 
1 < n <A’), (W(S-I), sn 1 < n QV), (W(S,), 5n 1 < n < N) and 
(W((%J-‘), xz* 1 < n < N) (see [2, 31). 
Finally we consider another N-stage DP 9’ = (Max, {Sn}l~nC,v+l, 
WAS~~S~+~ , NAs~s~ , KAM-~ , A’, O%S~S~~ where 
S, = R, = A, =(0, co) 
fX% > yn+d = -&vn+1 
k’(sN+d = -1 + (1 + 4s,+r2 4 
us,, 4 = a, 2 “; a, , 
Then the B v S’ has the components (Max, {Sn)l~n(N+l, {Rn}l~n~N+l, 
Wkns~ 3 tfnk.ns~ , k G"iJ,snsd~ 
On the other hand, the 9 A B’ has the components (Max, {Sn}l(nsN+l, 
PLkn~.N+l y NJl~n~N T {~$Is~s~ , k’, {T,~,A~). The corresponding results 
of Theorem 7 are easily verified. 
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